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A Digital Humanities Experience of the Hong Kong Kitchen Shorthand

Lian-Hee Wee
The Kitchen Shorthand (KS) has amused and bemused many Hong Kongers, and has found its way
sometimes to pages in books on Hong Kong nostalgia. This cryptic writing (exemplified below) shows
clear resemblances to Chinese orthography upon which the KS is based.
a.
Thin egg noodle tossed in oyster sauce
with squid ball topping to go

b. Preserved sausage and dried meat cooked
with rice in a claypot for table 17

The KS is quite productive and can adapt to novel usage, thus easily applicable for the millions of
combinatory possibilities and minor adjustments to specific order. Basic principles are easy to discern,
although an algorithm to generate them to Turing machine standard is nowhere in the horizon.
Principles of KS formation (Cheung & Wee 2017)
a.
Semantic Salience
Preserve only the characters that are needed to identify the item.
b.
Rhyme is Reason
Replace characters that require many strokes to write with characters that sound similar and require fewer
strokes to write.
c.
Extraction
Extract distinctive grapheme from chosen Chinese character.
d.
Diverse source
Use symbols from any common source as alternative where possible
e.
Spatial usage and diacritics
Designate space for specific functions.
While it would be exciting to figure out how, without high levels of literacy, the cognitive system
of the Hong Kong waiter commands the KS, this workshop’s goal is simpler: How can I create a digital
archive/corpus for the KS so that the user will experience, as a real customer would, how the graphemes
are creatively concatenated by our intrepid waiter?
[reference and bio overleaf]
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